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Executive Summary
Solar can be a management problem for grids, especially when it becomes a major source of generation.
There are three major reasons:




Ramping - solar changes output levels very fast, such as when a cloud passes over the solar farm
or then sun sets.
Dispatch - solar is not dispatchable; meaning, in this case, if it predicts an output level for the
next hour, can it keep to that output level reliably for that hour?
Discontinuous generation – solar is only available when the sun is shining, generally, requiring
other generation resources that can operate at nighttime but which may be forced out of the
market during the day. Demand peaks in most market around sunset, very roughly, yet solar
peaks around the middle of the day – the two curves do not match; solar does not match demand.

There are different economic values and system control aspects to each of these points. Economics
depend on the local grid conditions, the regulatory framework, and other factors. Each site requires
specific modeling to determine the most economically viable solution for that site.
On the project by project basis, it is critical to enable the shortest possible financing periods: the
power markets are undergoing innovation, revolution, and disruptive change, bringing the underlying
market stability assumptions required for long-term financing into question. We consider 20 year
financing terms to no longer be reasonable in all cases. Terms of ten years are safer, and even shorter
terms are possible in many cases.
In general, the least expensive problem to solve for any site is either dispatch stabilization or ramping
control. Both of these can be solved at prices typically ranging from $18 to $50 per MWh, depending on
project conditions and objectives. Solving discontinuous generation can be one or two orders or
magnitude more expensive than either ramping control or dispatch stabilization, and has not proven
economically viable in any grid contexts as of the present.
ElectronVault presents the best and worst economic models for solar plus storage below.
Stabilized Solar is economically viable in most grid settings today; it addresses ramping and dispatch
problems. Stabilized Solar is a conventional solar generation facility that can provide accurate hour-ahead
or 15 minute ahead output forecasts and hold to them in excess of 90% of the time, while providing
smooth and controlled ramping between stable output levels. This can be accomplished several ways –
ElectronVault here presents what we believe to be the simplest and most economically viable.
Shifted Solar is not economically viable on the grid, at least not yet - it addresses discontinuous
generation. Even so, Shifted Solar is economically viable in many microgrid and grid-edge settings
where continuity is provided by diesel generators or more expensive mechanisms.
For example, using a polluted urban site with seasonal fog in Southern California as a sample, single-axis
tracking solar will have significant output deviations from scheduled output 7338 times per year (2014
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data) when using one-hour output hold intervals and produce 2.42MWh per kWp of solar per year1. That
represents over 40% of the operating windows containing one or more substantive deviation. In contrast,
2015 is proving to be a cloudier year, with 6714 deviation events in the first 229 days of the year. Year to
year variation in cloud cover is significant at this site.
With Stabilized Solar, the same system will produce the same energy and zero output deviation events
per year, a better performance than any other generation resource on the grid2. An example of Stabilized
Solar is shown below:

This document contains data for two points we selected in Southern California with solar production
characteristics similar to a large swath of Northern and Central Mexico. Single-axis tracking
photovoltaics have been assumed for this document, though any other mounting style can be specified.
Optimization of pointing and other attributes will come in a later document, once the performance metrics
and objectives are concisely stated.

Background on Solar and the Grid
Mexico has excellent solar potential. Furthermore, Mexico is well positioned to learn from the serious
mistakes made in the development of solar generation resources in California and Germany. Mexico can
avoid or mitigate these problems from the start.
For example, the solar generation in the southern half of the state of California now exceeds all other
generation resources in potential instantaneous ramp rate capabilities and approaches the actual load-base
in net load variability at timescales around five minutes. In other words, solar is now the greatest
destabilizing force in the California power grid. Mexico can avoid this problem and turn new solar
facilities into sources of increased grid stability.

1

90:100 ratio of inverter continuous capacity to PVp STD, single-axis tracking with horizontal north-pointing
tracking axis, +/- 45O tilt limits of motion, and three cleanings per year, measured at inverter DC inputs – balance of
system and inverter choice means 75%-88% of that will likely appear at the AC meter.
2
SunVault 900 system, 1 hour of storage, ElectronVault control algorithms in Mode 4 operation
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There are two sources of Californian grid destabilization.
First, solar can flicker with jet trails, cirrus, smoke, dust, and local thermal anomalies – just to name a few
sources of flicker. When unregulated solar has a “flicker”, some other resource that has been contracted to
remain on standby has to suddenly step in and make up for the sudden shortfall of generation, then
suddenly back down to prevent oversupply when the solar comes back up – often in less than a minute.
Failure for backup generation to smoothly step in when the solar drops away can lead to undervoltage
events, or in small grids, underfrequency events. Likewise, failure to ramp down the backup generation
quickly enough results in overvoltage or overfrequency events. In CFE territory today, these events are
common in Santa Rosalia and La Paz. Cerro Prieto has also been educational in this regard.
Second, when solar generation peaks in the middle of the day, conventional generation resources need to
cut back to avoid oversupply. While good for the carbon budget at first glance, it is challenging for grid
regulation which depends in part on these spinning resources.
With the mid-day reduction in these spinning conventional generation resources, the greatest
destabilization of the grid occurs when cloud stripes cross the area in the middle of the day, early
morning, and late afternoon. This is reflected in the realtime spot markets of the Western ISO in the
United States (formerly the California ISO or CAISO) having the highest variability and price spreads at
these times, rather than the commonly held but incorrect belief that peak spot market pricing occurs at
moments of peak demand.
Key attributes of the energy supply system are:





Cost
Output Stability
Predictability
Speed of Installation

Final optimization will depend on the mix of business objectives, their ranking, and the manner of their
quantitative evaluation. Optimization of the system will be performed using historical or current sampled
data sets against this performance evaluation matrix.
ElectronVault has high quality solar information for all of Mexico over at least the last decade that can be
used for site evaluation.
All data presented here is general.
To provide a formal quote and specification for a specific site, a detailed Site and Use Analysis will be
necessary. This will include collection of grid waveforms, preliminary specification of hardware, the
actual scale of the facility, and adjusting everything based on local siting factors. These can be completed
quickly (roughly one month) once a contract is initiated.
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Location and Environment of a Southern California Site
As part of coastal Southern California in the South Coast Air Quality Management District, the
surrounding area contains many anthropogenic drivers of local climate (there are over 16 million people
within the surrounding 11 thousand square miles of SCAQMD territory). These can be modeled, but we
present our own survey-level processing (there are limited data-dropouts, and not all calibrations have
been run on the data, but we expect these numbers will be within a few percent of the final results) of
available information for the years 2014 and 2015 (to date) at data sampling intervals of between one and
ten minutes. This has been drawn from a proprietary mix of diverse sources.
Factors that critically impact the performance of the solar installation include:








Direct Radiation (Beam)
Indirect Radiation (Scattered)
Ambient Temperature
Ground-level Winds
Relative Humidity
Pointing Geometry
Mounting and Airflow

ElectronVault datasets can extend backwards in time at least ten years, in most cases substantially further.
We believe in running high frequency data as NREL datasets miss virtually all high frequency output
changes and are focused on an older solar economic model where bulk energy production is the only
economically important performance metric.
Additionally, NREL data sets are a sparse network of points, and NREL data is only occasionally
available for Mexico, though all one-degree squares along the US-Mexico border are available.
The dataset presented here is for a urban site in Southern California to illustrate how the data is developed
for each site.

Available Annual Radiation
Photovoltaics convert sunlight to electricity. One limitation of any such system is simply the quantity and
quality of light available at a site over the course of a year.
The amount of power produced at any given moment is a function of several factors, some of which are
purely geometric and easily computed, some of which are situational and must be measured rather than
computed.
The purely geometric factors are direct:





Panel Tilt
Panel Orientation
Solar Altitude
Solar Azimuth
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The situational factors simply must be measured in realtime (some can be predicted to a limited extent),
and have dramatic impacts on the facility output:





Atmospheric Transparency
Scattering to Direct Light Ratio
Panel Temperature
Panel Surface Contamination

Clouds are the easiest problems to grasp – if the panels are in the shade, they do not produce much power.
This leads to the major differences between solar and conventional power:
Attribute
Timescale of Output Variation
Kinetic Energy Storage
Power on Demand

Solar
Seconds to minutes
None
No

Conventional
Hours
Rotational Inertia of Turbine
Yes

Taking data from a nearby point, and processing for everything except panel surface temperature and
contamination, we have produced a series of charts of available energy, captured energy, and more. These
are explained in the next sections.

Reading ElectronVault Annual Charts
ElectronVault site characterization charts generally show an entire year in a single chart, and can be
confusing at first.
To read these charts, the horizontal axis of the chart is the day of the year, with January 1=Day 1, and
December 31=Day 365. Thus January is at the left edge, and December at the right edge of the plots. The
vertical axis of the chart is the time of each day: the bottom edge of the chart is morning, the center of the
chart is noon, and the top of the chart is afternoon into evening. The color or height (if a 3D rendering) of
any point on the chart is the power available at that day and time.
Power is measured generally in watts per 1000 watts of PV panel as placarded by the panel maker.

Irradiance
Irradiance is simply how well the sun illuminates the ground at any given moment. It is best when the sun
is directly overhead in a clear sky, and worst at local midnight. Generally, between sunset and sunrise, the
irradiance is unimportant to the system. The biggest factors controlling irradiance are the latitude of the
site and the atmospheric transparency (clouds and haze, generally).
The ground level irradiance available (horizontal surface) for several recent years is plotted below.
Notice the ragged lower (morning) edge of the plots – there is a marine layer and fog many mornings.
Also note that 2015 has more of this than 2014, with more cloudy periods in the summer, many lasting
through entire days or even several days.
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Beam
If the geometric factors of the sun’s altitude and azimuth are removed from the irradiance data, the actual
available sunlight for photovoltaic systems can be reconstructed as the beam power. In most cases (fixed
mounts, single axis tracking systems), the sun is virtually never directly illuminating the panels, and the
beam multiplied by the cosine of the angle the sunbeams make to the surface of the panel (directly
overhead is 90 degrees) represents the effective power available to the panel. To do this math, however,
the actual available power in the sunlight at the site is necessary – and that is the beam power.

As with the Irradiance plots, 2015 has a deeper marine layer many days, and more clouds overall, hence
the lower (morning) edge of the 2015 plot is significantly rougher than seen in the 2014 plot. That further
contributes to the roughly 45% more deviation events in 2015 to date relative to 2014 to the same day.
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Ambient Temperature
Solar photovoltaic panels are more efficient when cold, and less efficient when hot. The amount and
nature of the light falling on them is important, and can raise panel temperatures 40 degrees Celsius or
more over the local ambient temperatures. That being so, the thirty degree range of ambient temperatures
can impact the output of the solar panels by more than 20%, and failing to consider it can significantly
alter modeling results.
The real ambient temperatures for 2014 and 2015 are shown below.

Optimal System Design
From a business perspective, this is an optimization of overall system cost over the financing period. It
sounds like a simple problem, but the solution space is best explored by a mixture of analytical and
numerical methods.
Free parameters, which become axes of an N-space, include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Storage in kWh
Solar PVp
Tracking Style and Parameters
Cost of Capital
Financing period
Radiation available vs. time
Wind vs. time
Ambient temperature vs. time

Just these form a Euclidean 8-Space, which is why these sorts of problems lack general analytical
solutions.
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While these axes have linear independence of each other to a large degree, the overall solution is fraught
with nonlinear regions, and the overall system must be optimized as an 8-dimensional problem rather than
as eight one-dimensional problems.
The problem can be broken into tractable parts, however.
Practically, any project needs evaluated against a defined set of business objectives and value functions
associated with them. The construction of that list and associated set of valuation functions is a critical
part of the Site and Use Analysis.

Conventional PV Performance
The following illustrates instantaneous power output for a conventional PV system (see footnote 1). Note
that there are “red” pixels scattered throughout the yellow areas of output. These are the results of socalled “edge effects” of clouds. In reality, they have little to do with reflected light and only happen when
the panels leave a cloud shadow. They have cooled down in the shade, and as a result the efficiency is
higher until they reach operating temperature again.
Something worth noting is the number of “speckles” in these charts. Each speckle represents an
output deviation event. They normally occur in pairs, with an output drop vertically below (in time,
preceding) an output increase (this second is not always present; they only happen when the cloud has a
clean edge and scattered light is not a major factor in output).

People often ask about the lower output levels in the middle of the day relative to mid-morning and midafternoon. This is not seen in fixed mounting systems, where the sun is best aligned with the panels at
local noon (or some other time that has been selected). With single-axis tracking where the tracking axis
is horizontal, the panels are flat horizontal at local noon. In the mid-morning they are tilted to the East,
and in the mid-afternoon to the West. This produces two optimal alignment events a day for points north
of the Tropic of Cancer, hence the morning and afternoon output maxima. This is most pronounced in
Winter, and less significant in Summer. For areas between the Tropic of Cancer and the Equator, this
pattern will only be visible part of the year.
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ElectronVault Hybridized System Performance
The introduction of ElectronVault systems changes the output dramatically – there is much less “static” in
the picture. In reality, the high frequency variation has been all but eliminated. This is critical to grid
stability.
Note – the evenings of some days contain an after-dark output interval lasting one hour. That is the
storage system adjusting state of charge in preparation for the next morning. These can be timed to
happen any time of the night period, including just before dawn.

ElectronVault Pricing
ElectronVault assists with financing for purchasing systems, through our partners or third parties. This is
arranged locally or through partners. All prices shown below are indicative and will depend on local
environmental, legal, and business conditions. Prices are conservatively constructed – most installations
will be at or perhaps below these numbers. Remote sites with significant access costs will tend to run
higher (mountaintop telecommunications without paved access, for example).
Factors that will be critical to cost determination have been largely listed above, the ones that have not
include (these are not included in the pricing numbers further down this document):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Import Costs (hardware to be shipped from the USA, Japan, or South Africa)
Site Security Costs
Interest Rates
Financing Period

All prices are Incremental – these are in addition to the costs for building a conventional solar generating
station. Prices for systems below 1MWh may be higher.
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Exchange rates varying between the US Dollar and Mexican Peso, the South African Rand, the Chinese
Yuan, or the Japanese Yen may impact pricing.
We encourage the establishment of local domestic supply chains and encourage licensing arrangements.
Stabilized Solar Pricing
This is the least expensive type of installation, and is generally economically viable on the grid today,
worldwide.
There are three factors that are specific to this type of installation beyond what has been mentioned so far.
These are:
1. What percentage of Dispatch Intervals can contain deviations without penalty?
2. What is the length of a Dispatch Interval (typically 60 minutes)?
3. How far ahead of a Dispatch Interval does an output level need committed?
For an example site selected from the Central Valley of California, we have recently generated the sets of
numbers shown below. Many of these rates may be less expensive than any conventional or advanced
solutions to solar stabilization available on the market today or for the foreseeable future.
Standard 20 Year Financing Term
A 20-year term may not be the best deal, especially as interest rates rise into double digits or lower levels
of stabilization (below 99%) are necessary. However, they are presented here as a twenty-year term is
common for solar projects.
Prices below three cents per kWh have been highlighted in green.
Dispatch
Interval

60 minutes
60 minutes
60 minutes
15 minutes
60 minutes
15 minutes
60 minutes
15 minutes
60 minutes
15 minutes

Output
Decision
prior to
Start of
Dispatch
Interval
20 minutes
20 minutes
20 minutes
5 minutes
20 minutes
5 minutes
20 minutes
5 minutes
20 minutes
5 minutes

System

SV250
SV600
SV1k
SV180
SV250
SV180
SV250
SV180
SV250
SV180

Interest
Rates

20%
20%
20%
20%
15%
15%
10%
10%
5%
5%

Financing
Period

20 year
20 year
20 year
20 year
20 year
20 year
20 year
20 year
20 year
20 year

DeviationFree
Dispatch
Interval
Annual
Percentage
92.4%
97.3%
99.2%
91.9%
92.4%
91.9%
92.4%
91.9%
92.4%
91.9%

Incremental
Cost per
kWh for
Shifted Solar
(US Dollars)
$0.0851
$0.1157
$0.1487
$0.0380
$0.0490
$0.0296
$0.0361
$0.0218
$0.0203
$0.0149

One to Twenty Year Financing Terms
ElectronVault has pioneered storage systems that can be financed to best effect for periods of between
five and ten years, depending on local conditions. This minimizes risk (what did analysts think petroleum
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would cost in 2015 when asked in 2010?) from a rapidly revolutionizing market segment where
innovations are coming fast and dense.
When all costs of operations, interest, and capital payments are considered over different financing
periods, it becomes clear that long financing periods are not always the most cost effective or the ones
that produce the lowest payments.
Three patterns emerge:
1. The lowest annual payment is not always, or even often, at the longest term for the financing.
2. The quality of the stabilization has a marked impact on the financing period that produces the
lowest annual payment.
3. As interest rates rise, the financing period that produces the lowest annual payment moves to
shorter financing periods.
Here are three charts, showing stabilization quality achieved with a given system hybridizing a solar farm
where the output level selection happens 20 minutes before the start of the hour, and the output is held for
an hour – otherwise the interval will count as containing a deviation. There are 8760 such dispatch
intervals in a typical year.
The only element changing from one chart to the next is the interest rate (simple annual interest) being
charged on capital.
Notice that prices for the least expensive systems rapidly fall to below five cents per kilowatt-hour, and
that the lowest annual payments often occur with financing periods much shorter than 20 years.
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With a 6% annual interest rate, four output stabilization quality levels fall below the five cents per kWh
incremental cost ceiling that we consider to be nearly universally viable for at least one financing duration
at or shorter than 20 years.
Two systems fall below three cents per kWh of output, and both are essentially flat in cost beyond a ten
year financing interval.
At 6% interest rates (and lower), there is essentially no harm in extending to a 20 year period – at least in
terms of the rates paid by the energy consumers. This is not the case as rates rise.
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At an annual interest rate of 10%, new patterns begin to emerge. Only three output stabilization quality
levels fall below the five cents per kWh incremental cost ceiling that we consider to be nearly universally
viable for at least one financing duration at or shorter than 20 years (at 6% interest, the count was four).
Two systems fall below three cents per kWh of output, and both are essentially flat in cost beyond a ten
year financing interval.
The three lowest stabilization level systems (89.9%, 92.4%, 95.1%) all reach minimum annual payment
by a financing interval of ten years. The lowest stabilization level systems (89.9% and 92.4%) actually
become more expensive on an annual payment basis as the financing interval is extended beyond fifteen
years.
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At an annual interest rate of 15%, new patterns are obvious. Only two output stabilization quality
levels fall below the five cents per kWh incremental cost ceiling that we consider to be nearly universally
viable for at least one financing duration at or shorter than 20 years (at 6% interest, the count was four).
No systems fall below three cents per kWh of output, (three did at 6% interest).
All systems have a strong minimum annual payment between a ten and fifteen year term. Annual
payments become more expensive on an annual payment basis as the financing interval is extended
beyond fifteen years for all systems. A twenty year financing term now produces decidedly more
expensive annual payments than a ten or fifteen year term, something counterintuitive to many.
As interest rates rise, the minimum annual payment occurs at shorter and shorter financing intervals.

Shifted Solar Pricing
As with Stabilized Solar Pricing, there are local factors that are specific to this application. These can
impact pricing to some extent, but not nearly as much as in Stabilized Solar.
Shifted Solar is generally significantly more expensive than Stabilized Solar, and has proven
economically viable only in microgrids and at the edge of marginal grids.
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With Shifted Solar, each kWp of solar (DC rating) provides about 6.63 kWh of energy capture (DC
rating) per average day3. That translates to, on an average or better day, 276 Watts of round-the-clock
power per kilowatt (kWp) of solar. Shifted Solar and raw solar are shown below (single axis tracking,
California Central Valley site).

The factors that matter most here are:



Shape and Timing of Daily Power Delivery (we have assumed constant load over 24 hours)
Number of Days per Year that Power Delivery can be for less than 24 hours

If a site needs power every hour of every day of the year, the solar farm and battery will have to be larger
than would normally be used for a facility of a given output rating. The balance between expanded solar
and expanded battery capacity depends on land availability for expanded solar, current costs of storage,
and the number of sequential cloudy days that are necessary to design to endure (this can be pulled from
real data for recent years cloud patterns).
We have assumed 2.665MWh per year per kWp of photovoltaics, single axis tracking, and a range of
interest rates and financing periods. This will allow 300 Watts of DC energy per kWp of photovoltaics
installed, 24 hours per day. The number of days per year that provide fewer than 24 hours of output will
depend on additional factors, but are on the order of 20%. All days will have at least five hours of power.
These numbers are indicative, each site will vary and a specific quote will be necessary.

3

Some days will be very cloudy and have little generation, others will be cool and clear, allowing for significantly
more generation than this number. Understanding the number of days each year at or above a given energy capture
level creates the “Daily Energy Yield Annual Quantiles” chart, which is critical for understanding system reliability
on a purely energy delivery reliability perspective. This is performed as engineering evaluation services as part of an
ElectronVault Site and Use Analysis.
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Prices include all costs, Full Warranty for length of Financing Period, and Maintenance Plan for length of
Financing Period (extendable).
Interest Rate, Annual

Financing Period, Years

20%
20%
15%
15%
10%
10%
5%
5%
3%
5%

20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
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Incremental Cost per kWh for
Shifted Solar (US Dollars)
$1.34
$1.15
$1.04
$0.96
$0.77
$0.78
$0.52
$0.62
$0.44
$0.56

ElectronVault Architecture
ElectronVault storage systems are normally on the DC side of the inverters. If the installation is a retrofit,
only combiner boxes and our hardware generally need added to the site. For new systems, we utilize the
inverters selected for the system and remain on the DC side. Our storage can be integrated into the
Combiner Boxes (recommended), or deployed separately. If our storage is turned off, the system reverts
cleanly to operating as a conventional solar farm, without the need to rewire anything.
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There are several advantages to this. For starters, no experimental or new hardware touches the grid. The
inverters are standard hardware in use around the world for decades. They do not have any need to be
aware of the energy storage system operating in parallel with the panels.
ElectronVault systems control inverter output levels. This is something the inverters are designed for, but
the feature is frequently used overseas, less frequently in the USA. The reason for the difference in use
style simply reflects business rules differing in the various jurisdictions.
In a conventional PV installation, inverters typically operate in a MPPT or “Maximum Power Point
Tracking” mode. They are continually exploring the voltage and current levels of the panel farms to find
the combination that yields the highest efficiency, then convert that to AC power and deliver it to the grid.
The reason for doing this is simple: it maximizes the energy delivered to the grid. Most old solar contracts
simply pay per unit energy delivered to the grid, so this strategy makes sense.
In an ElectronVault Hybrid Solar Farm, once per dispatch interval (typically 60 minutes), new output
levels are sent to the inverters. If solar is being generated in excess of this level, it is stored in the energy
storage system. If solar is insufficient to maintain this output level, the energy storage system steps in –
seamlessly and based on simple physics. This can be implemented in a completely computer-free form, if
desired. The advantages of this are immediate: control loops are slow, and errors can be identified and
corrected rapidly. The round-trip efficiency for energy going from the panels into the storage system and
back out to the inverters is typically 98% (range is 95% to 99.93%). Thus very little energy is wasted,
meaning cooling is simple. Wasted energy shows up as heat; more of it means more energy spent on fans
and/or pumps, and more downtime due to failures and maintenance of those fans or pumps.
ElectronVault Hybrid Solar systems require zero station-keeping power from the grid (ElectronVault
station-keeping power typically is around 250 Watts per MW of storage), and can cold start without the
grid being operational.

Competitor ESS Architecture
Competing systems typically are called “Energy Storage Appliances” or ESAs, or alternatively “Energy
Storage Systems”, abbreviated as ESS. The big difference between ElectronVault Solar Farm
hybridization and an ESS/ESA is the point of electrical connection: ESS systems connect on the AC side
directly to the grid, while ElectronVault systems connect on the DC side of the farm and introduce no
new hardware that directly touches the grid.
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We have two main objections to ESS/ESA devices: they have low efficiency, and they require very fast
control loops that can be prone to trouble. While ElectronVault systems typically operate at above
98% efficiency, AC coupled systems operate at AC to AC efficiencies of closer to 80% at best, and often
closer to 65%. That means for each kWh that reaches the grid from the storage device, between 1.25 and
1.54 kWh have to come from the grid to charge the device.
Competing systems worsen their low efficiency with “station-keeping power”, a term that should be
watched for or asked of any vendor. This is energy needed to run the cooling systems, heating systems,
computers, and other essential life-support systems for the energy storage system. In most cases, suppliers
of these systems will request or demand a separate meter for these devices to connect to the grid to
provide this station-keeping power, often at special or reduced energy rates. These systems can consume
five to fifteen percent of the entire system output in station-keeping power, which should be accounted for
in net energy delivery contracts.
Always ask for station-keeping power for an ESS or ESA with the use profile that is expected when in
actual operation. Often companies provide numbers for “system switched on, doing nothing” rather than
numbers that should be expected in operation.
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Tesla, a highly visible player in this space, bases their grid-scale hardware on the same essential storage
methods they use in their vehicles. Stationkeeping power for the vehicles is significant, even after the new
firmware updates4
Competing systems also have a more subtle problem in that they require fast data sensing and flow
between the inverters (or meter) and the ESA. When solar output falls due to a cloud passing over the site,
the ESA must be told output has fallen, it must plot a ramp curve to get from current output levels to a
new level to compensate for the loss of solar input, and it needs all this done ten or more times per
second. In our experience, many things can go wrong with this process, including the ESA actually
inducing voltage and current instability in the local grid. The number and magnitude of events where
ESAs have harmed the grid is a closely guarded secret by people that have approved such projects, and
the companies that provide the systems. Ask for a written guarantee, with strong financial penalties for
non-compliance, that any contemplated ESA will not induce or participate in oscillations or
destabilization of the control of the local or regional grid. Many vendors will not sign such documents.

System Installation
The physical installation would be in boxes mounted under the solar panels or integrated into the
combiner boxes. The boxes would be based on our relocatable microgrid boxes, such as this one on a
solar microgrid at COP17 in Durban, South Africa (the white box). These are compatible with direct
ground mounting.

4

http://my.teslamotors.com/forum/forums/vampire-thirst-electricity-night contains a lively discussion from Tesla
owners. The range of parasitic energy loss levels range from 4.5kWh/day on an energy payload of 85kWh, or 5.3%
of nameplate energy rating per day in stationkeeping losses. This would amount to 53kWh per day per MWh. A
different post claims the wall meter shows 792kWh went into the car, the car shows 571kWh used in driving in the
same period (viranjit, May 2 of 2013). From other numbers in his post, this looks like a month (35 days). This gives
a number of 221kWh of station-keeping power over 35 days for 85kWh of storage. This is 6.31kWh per day of
station-keeping power on an 85kWh system in actual use (rather than sitting idle). The larger number is due in part
to the cooling systems being active to remove waste heat while the system operates. This translates to 74.3kWh per
day of station-keeping per MWh of storage when the system is used for roughly an hour per day. As the system
utilization increases, so does this number. If we generalize this, and assume 50 miles of driving per day takes two
hours per day, we get 0.9kWh more of station-keeping power per day per hour of actual use of system (above and
beyond baseline numbers where the system is fully operational, but not actually doing anything for the grid).
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Alternative configurations are possible, such as used at the City of Sunnyvale/Caltrain installation, shown
below:

The interior contains Series 1 modules on shelves. These are not configured for hot swap, which is an
available option (hot swap allows maintenance while the system is fully operational).
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Special Site Factors
Mexico is a land of widely varied climates. Even so, from the Vizcaino to the tropical forests of Chiapas,
to the Mexican Plateau and its volcanic peaks, the climate range presents no special problems for
ElectronVault hardware. We can provide hardware rated for salt spray and fog, glaciers, hot deserts, and
tropical locations (and yes, we know about the ants…). Our hardware is deployed in Africa, in Malaysia,
in China, in the USA, and in Switzerland.

Conclusions and Next Steps
Each site will require examination of the business and environmental factors. system will be further
refined through a detailed Site and Use Analysis, which can be performed within 30 days of emplacement
of suitable contracts for such a study.
A Project Proposal will result from the Site and Use Analysis, with system construction and
commissioning possible well within six months of acceptance of the Project Proposal, excluding external
issues that may arise with local authorities and permitting.
Execution of contracts to implement the Project Proposal, with funding of the initial payment, starts the
delivery and installation processes moving forward.
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Appendix 1 – Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms
ElectronVault makes every attempt to prepare documents in clear, plain language. Use of jargon and
specialized terms more often leads to confusion than understanding.
With that said, there are a number of terms that tend to appear in our documents, or in documents
referenced or quoted in this document. This is an attempt to collect and clarify our abbreviations and
terms.
Items are listed alphabetically below. Please provide feedback if this needs additional clarification,
correction, or additional terms added. Contact info@electronvault.com and reference the document
number or title, if possible, in addition to explaining the issue at hand.
kWh – kiloWatt-hour, a measure of energy. This amount of energy would drive a 1000 watt device for
one hour, or a 10 watt device for 100 hours, or any other combination of power * time that equals one
thousand watt-hours. A decent analogy is the amount of fuel in an automobile fuel tank.
kWp - kiloWatt-peak, a measure of power for solar panels or systems of solar panels. The problem with
solar panels is that, under the exact same lighting conditions, but at different temperatures for the panels,
the panels will have different power outputs. This is further complicated by the fact that to get the peak
power from a panel, some math and moving around the voltage and current are necessary. To
“standardize” all this, a set of standard conditions for light level, angle of light, and temperature of the
panels has been defined. Under these “ideal” conditions, this rating, the kWp of the system, is the
maximum power that can be drawn from the panels. These “standard” conditions are 1000 Watts per
square meter, solar spectrum, with the panels at twenty-five Celsius, and the illumination directly facing
the panels. To complicate things, most frequently panels are hotter than these conditions, so produce less
power – but if the panels are cold, as in winter, they can produce more power than rated. Understanding
the thermal limits for a given site is thus a critical aspect of solar farm design.
MWh – MegaWatt-hour, a measure of energy. This amount of energy would drive a 1000 watt device for
one thousand hours, or a million watt device for one hour, or any other combination of power * time that
equals one million watt-hours. One MWh equals one thousand kWh. A decent analogy is the amount of
fuel in an automobile fuel tank.
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